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Let’s begin with what is laid out right here, on top of your desk: a little pitcher 
of milk, books you are working on and lots of notes. Do all of these pertain to 
one project or several?

I wanted to show you what's been happening most recently and what's continuing. Eight years ago 
there was a shift in my work. My figurative work sent me behind and in front of the camera. I 
became focused on self-portrait photography, wearing costumes and working away from my studio, 
on-location in old buildings. I’ve just returned from another visit to Schloss Plüschow, for example, 
an Art Center with an Artist Residency Program in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, near the Baltic 
Coast. It’s about a 6.5-hour drive from Cologne and has become a favorite place. I’ve visited 
repeatedly over these years, developing several series of photographs. The pitcher here I got at a 
flea market up there outside Wismar. Of course, you want to touch the handle and make the milk 
pour out of the spout, that's sort of a natural urge. But there are books everywhere and you know 
you shouldn’t spill on them. Those instinctive desires and moral dilemmas that take seed in your 
body set off by objects and places are what I follow in my work now.

It sounds like you deeply engaged with your surroundings. What else, besides 
the beautiful landscape, drew you in?

I will visit a place and occasionally, I will sense a presence of the people who have been there in the 
past. I feel that something has happened to them that wasn't nice and that therefore, their stories 
got stuck in the building. I can sense it, but I do not use this as a reason to start researching the 
history of the place. I do not attempt to find out who these people were, who lived there. There 
are plenty of artists who do that. I am not trying to illustrate something, but rather, I let it enter 
me physically as if I were loaning my body out to the ghosts of that particular place. You could use 
the words “medium” or “channeling.” The places do feel differently afterwards; they feel cleared.

In other words, it is not a conscious search for these places and sensations, but 
rather something you stumble upon.

My entire career has evolved through stumbling upon something. In Europe, you have enchanting 
old places that offer such opportunities; Schloss Plüschow is one. I first went there for an artist 
residency in 2012, again in 2013 and almost every year since. I was sitting in the top floor studio 
they had assigned to me and was working on a fiber sculpture when suddenly, I felt something very, 
very strong. I got up, went to the door to the Dachstuhl (attic), turned the key and entered 
another world. I could feel that a story was reaching out to me and that it was not my own. Back in 
the studio, I suddenly began sewing nipples onto the fiber figure. I started to draw it in my 
sketchbook but felt words wanting to come out of my pen. I thought: “Well, this is curious!”

You had never dealt with something like this prior to that?

Not quite like that. I sensed that something had happened to a woman working there, and I was 
determined to find out what that was, to let my body receive the story.



Did the words come to you in English or German? Did they float freely or 
sparingly?

They came in English. I mostly dream in English even though German pops up once in a while. It 
was a tremendous feeling. Perhaps, it was my ego kicking in, but I felt chosen as if it was somehow 
as important to them in their time as to me in my time. The words were all just fragmented bits of 
a story, none in logical sequence. I began collecting them on notecards as they would pop from my 
gut into my head while I worked.

What were the first steps after that?

I knew that I needed to use the camera to let my body experience the full story and started to 
photograph in the big studio. It has exquisite, old wooden floorboards, between which I could hide 
the cable to my analogue camera.

Did a sense of period develop as soon as you started? Or did you consciously 
leave it open for interpretation?

At that point, things were very simple. I sensed that the story had occurred a long time ago, but I 
didn't want it to be exclusive to any particular period. So, I knew that my haircut was completely 
wrong. First, I thought about wearing a wig, but that felt inauthentic, in-genuine. So, I decided to 
cover my head instead, using a white linen napkin, which right away established a particular bucolic 
look. In the basement, I found an old yoke that was once used for carrying buckets of water. I took 
some of my husband’s painter’s linen and sewed an apron using a pattern that I had traced in the 
costume archive of the Metropolitan Museum.

There seems to be a sense of performance inherent in your work. Rather than 
trying to create the illusion of a historic image, you dive into the spirit of a 
past, yet undefined, era. As a result, your images hover between reality and 
fantasy.

It’s true that there is a demonstrative force to my actions, but they are not premeditated. I never 
know what I'm going to do until I'm in front of the camera and in the moment. I wait and see what 
happens. I often work with long exposure times. If I walk away from the camera, when the spirit 
moves me, as the saying goes, the figure becomes semitransparent, ghost-like. But everything else 
remains captured on film, like the little milk pitcher, for example.

Do you review the resulting images immediately after making them?

No, quite the opposite. I let time pass before I have the film developed and the editing process 
begins. There is a necessary pause, as Iris Murdoch wrote, “an occasion for unselfing.” I wait until 
I’ve forgotten that I was their maker. Then, I can begin to decode them and realize the sequence of 
the individual photographs.

After years of finding a visual language and a style for the text, you decided to 
make a book. In other words, the combination of text and image are 
important to you?

Yes. What I experience is equivocal, the two at once. Although I shoot black and white film, the 
result is really overlapping tones of gray. The narrative, while developing visually also arises in verbal 
form. My images are not illustrations of the words, nor do the words describe the images. We often 
think that we defer to pictures, but I find that we naturally rely on the authority of text. I 



experiment with formats, trying to give equal due to the visual and the verbal. Books and the 
intimacy of how we experience them interest me. 

Could you describe the story in a few words?

In this allegory, titled “The Gift of Milk ,“ we meet a woman who is working as a wet nurse in an 
old manor house. Hers is the only child who has survived a prevailing illness, while all the master’s 
children keep dying. As a result, he decides that it must be her milk that is the cure and so, he 
begins to sell it to other noble people. They buy it for their children, but also drink it themselves to 
preserve their vitality. The story builds up to a point, where the master imprisons her up in the 
attic. He keeps her pregnant to assure the milk flow and takes away her babies as soon as they are 
born. The plot builds to where the master fantasizes about enslaving a whole group of wet nurses 
in a secret factory. Reading this, you wonder why she is putting up with this and anger grows inside 
of you until you think you’re going to explode over the injustice. Suddenly, there's a scene set in a 
different time and place, a non-sequitur. The plot structure shifts to one known in classical Chinese, 
Korean and Japanese literature as Kisho ̄tenketsu. It differs from Western literature in that it is not 
driven by conflict. In this case, the non-sequitur scene is one of a man giving a lecture about gift 
economy which essentially argues that if you have a natural gift, you're expected to share and 
distribute it. Your role should only be that of its trustee and dispenser. The man is actually a real 
person, the author Lewis Hyde, who gave me permission to use him as a character in the story and 
quote from his book “The Gift: Imagination and the Erotic Life of Property” (1979). When the plot 
line continues after that, everything changes in a sudden shift of power. The heroine takes over the 
dispensing of milk and shares it with everyone. There is a utopian and loving conclusion. As absurd 
and ridiculously hopeful as it is, it provokes the reader to review their own impulses.



How do you establish the narrative in this book? Is it told through the 
photographs alone or is it echoed in the text portion?

You could say that the visual story unfolds, photograph by photograph and then, turns back to fold 
up again as a mirror image reflection of itself. The verbal-telling is syncopated into short scenes 
that are suddenly broken by the plot twist. Both contain a jarring surprise.

By these means, you address themes, ranging from the exploitation of women 
to self- empowerment and forgiveness.

The main thing that interests me is how we humans can get to healing after trauma. As I said, the 
stories find me, but I don’t mean that tragedy does. Often, people will tell me: “That's scary. Stay 
away from it.” Yet, I frequently feel like a child who is just curious and wanders down into the dark 
basement of collective unconsciousness, knowing that there could be some ghosts down there. 
When I come back up, I try to persuade the adults to listen to what I’ve found. I try to convince 
them that the idea of it being dangerous or foreign is the exact thing that perpetuates the sickness. 
Giving it a dignified voice will transform it.

You open yourself to these tragedies in order to describe some of their aspects 
from a new perspective. As long as the story has not been told, the chapter 
will never close.

Yes, the energy of it continues to emit. I feel the vibrations in materials; it’s why I started out as a 
sculptor. The stuff speaks to me. Science has caught up to the realization that materials - be it those 
that we use in our everyday lives or those we find in nature - are not separate from us. Rather, 
their energy, their electrons, are floating among ours. This concept of there being a clear boundary 
between us and everything else has thankfully been called into question. As a child, I just assumed it 
was that way. It’s how I experienced things.

Did your parents encourage your interest in art?

My father always drew my attention to the beauty of forms. The line of a lapstrake skiff, even the 
curve of a chimney vent would be passionately considered and awed. My mother noticed very early 
on what interested me. She took me on the train from our home in Southern Connecticut to 
Manhattan, to visit the Museum of Modern Art. I remember standing in front of Claes Oldenburg's 
“Floor Cake” (1962), being delighted, because it looked like a giant version of soft sculpture objects 
that I was making at home out of cloth and mud. Apparently, after viewing it, I turned back to her 
and said: “Okay, mommy, let's go and look at the art now.” And she said the best words I had yet 
heard in my short life: “This is the art.” That realization opened a world of freedom to me. From 
that moment on, when people asked me what I wanted to be when I grew up, I told them “ I am an 
artist.” Later, in high school, I had the enormous fortune of having an art teacher, Anne Levine, who 
taught me about fiber art.

How did you find your way from the East Coast of the United States to 
Germany?

It started with an artist from Vienna, who was helping a Viennese museum to organize an 
exhibition. They asked her to do some research while in New York and see if she could find artists 
there whose work fit the concept of the show. Somebody told her about me, and she came to my 
tiny studio to see the objects I was making. I lived and worked in a tenement building at 98 
Christopher Street from 1983 to 1990. The museum invited me to participate in what would have 
been my first exhibition in Europe, but a year later, a letter arrived, saying that they had lost their 
funding. I was disappointed, but soon thereafter, another letter from the Rheinisches 



Landesmuseum in Bonn arrived, informing me that they had taken over the project and that their 
curator, Klaus Honnef, would be in New York for a talk at MoMA and would like to visit my studio. 
It seems provident now to think that he is a specialist in art photography and all this time later, has 
written about my recent work. When the show was finally scheduled to open in Bonn, I flew over 
to attend. It was during the same week as the Art Cologne fair, and I met dozens of artists. One 
introduced me to a dealer in Bonn, who invited me to be in a show three months later. When I 
came back for that opening, I met again, the painter Ivo Ringe, who would become my future 
husband. I emigrated that year to Cologne and have thrived here ever since.

I would like to talk about another book that is scheduled to come out later 
this year in the US. Again, a historic building is at its center: the Milton Art 
Bank [MAB] in Milton, Pennsylvania which was turned into a museum and 
publishing house in 2017.

Yes. I was introduced to that building when I visited it with my close friend, the artist Michelle Jaffé, 
who had a highly impactful video/sound installation there at the time. We ate lunch in the back of 
the bank where I noticed the old fireplace and the staircase to the upper vault. I felt chills and 
tingles. Then, I saw that somebody had put in a shower there. Brice Brown, the artist and founder 
of MAB told me he was contemplating the start of an artist residency program in the future. I said: 
“How do I sign up?” I was curious to take photographs there and see if something would happen. 
After two years of correspondence, he invited me back and it did!

Were there any specific preparations you did prior to your arrival?

It was all going to have to happen in one short visit, so, this birth would have to be induced long 
before I flew over. I needed to have everything with me in a suitcase. And yet, all I had to go on was 
a strong presence growing in my gut, a story about a woman who worked at the bank in 1918. I 
spent a year growing my hair so I could put it up in a bun. I made her costume, including an 
Edwardian corset, using original sewing-patterns from that period and even stitched the 
buttonholes by hand.

It sounds as if you had a clear picture of the woman in your mind.

No, but I could feel her. I closed my eyes, held out my hand and let her choose the cloth for her 
skirt and blouse. I felt the stiff lonesomeness of her self-inflicted spinsterhood and starched pride 
of her bookkeeper’s accuracy. The idea came to me that the numbers in her personal ledger book 
could be a coded diary, her way of recording secrets. When Brice sent me local historical society 
information, the name of one deceased lady sprung out at me, listed last name first, “Sharpless, 
Margaret.” It sounded like a cruel nickname, an affront as if her pencils had dulled from overuse. 
The book is titled “Sharpless, Margaret, the Ledger of.” It contains over seventy images, in which we 
see Margaret diligently at work in the bank, for example, before everything changes.

What did you sense happened to her?

In my heart, I knew she had experienced a great tragedy at some point in her life, that leads her 
later to suffer a mental breakdown in which she chops off her own hair and hides that she lives in 
the attic of the bank. Later, when I was channeling Margaret’s breakdown, I was in this tiny 
bathroom in the bank. Her distressed state of mind took over me with such an intensity that, 
holding the scissors to my neck a vein in my eye broke. The photographs show my one eye filled 
with blood; it looks alien and frightening. And yet, I also felt that Margaret never fully gives up hope. 
She has a dream of owning a farm and keeping a milk cow in the yard. It could have been the little 
milk pitcher talking to me again! It clued me in to expect a happy end to her story.



You frequently use objects to give us a glimpse of the character’s personality, 
dreams and inner conflicts. These can be subtle, such as the traces of a bucolic 
landscape on a China cup or teeth marks on a pencil. They can also be more 
overt, such as a bag of money.

That’s true. The objects I come upon while working seem to ask to be included. I don’t know why, 

but I took out my copy of Thomas Hardy’s famous 19th Century novel “Tess of the d'Urbervilles: A 
Pure Woman Faithfully Presented” that year and it started to impact the story. Alone and wearing a 
corset in the bank to shoot photographs, I was still not being told what Margaret was really up to. 
The camera caught something illicit going on behind the frosted cut glass of the customer room 
door and in the vault. So, sex and money had entered the pictorial story, but it was still a mystery 
to me.



As in the other book we discussed, there is a text part that complements but 
is by no means illustrated by the photographs.

Yes, a non-sequitur appears again. We page first through all these photographs and then suddenly, 
just as I had experienced it, there are words. But they are not Margaret’s. I was expecting that in all 
the time I spent attending to her person she would eventually ‘speak’ to me. Instead, I began to 
hear the voice of a young man. He was the one telling me about her and from such close distance 
that I decided he must have worked at the bank as well. He’s an orphan with a gimp leg that keeps 
him from serving in the war. I named him Thomas. He is the one who finds Margaret after her 
breakdown and visits her in the mental institution.

Does Thomas get to have a direct voice in your story? Do we ever see him?

Only the text section in the book is his. It’s a letter by him, written to the board of the asylum, in 
which he pleads for Margaret’s release. He claims that she's trustworthy and has never done 
anything improper. From his view we glean the backstory. Unmarried, she had had a child, but the 
nuns had told her that it was crippled and had mercifully died. Inconsolable, she is then told that 
this isn’t true and that her healthy son is living in Milton. She comes to the town and works to save 
up enough money to get him back. On the day of her breakdown, Thomas has taken the Milton 
newspaper and read out all the names of those heralding from town, who had died in the war. Her 
son’s name is among them and the fact that she can’t tell anyone makes her implode. After they 
take her away, Thomas helps Margaret secure her diary and comes to realize that he is actually the 
child she gave birth to. The letter concludes with him asking the board to reunite mother and son. 
The book then completes wordlessly with a final sequence of photographs in which we see 
Margaret on a farm, the last image, a bag of money at the stump of a tree.

You have created a novel in a visual/verbal format, allowing the viewer/reader 
to experience another individual’s inner life. The delivery is non-linear but 
comprehensive, rendered in vignettes.

Yes, it is a cumulative sensory force that builds. On the back cover of the book there is this line 
from the text: “Hers is a story you may already know, but I fear that you need to hear it again.” I am 
asking you to open to what I have come to know through my own experience. There is no 
separation, no black and white, no us or them. In fact, I feel that we all have lived these things and 
been these people in former lives. Through my work, I have accessed the fact that I have not always 
been female. I have been a victim, yet also a perpetrator, both male and female. I have also been the 
one who just watched and kept silent. I have been all of these things and I can sense knowledge of 
them in my cells. That’s what makes this work authentic and so important to me. This core 
realization is the root of empathy, recognizing the connection between you and that thing that 
you've labeled as other as if it can't have anything to do with you or as if you are separate from it. 
We are not. If we understand that, then we can understand how these things come to repeat and 
we can instigate meaningful change. As Olivia Laing writes in “Funny Weather: Art as an Emergency,” 
all the energy we think we need to use to guard ourselves becomes available to us for “resistance 
and repair.”


